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Numbers and Symbols
%TYPE=, pattern type definition, 143
%UNITS=, pattern unit definition, 143
.rte files, 124, 146
.rtv files, 146
Beyond line style, 62
2D CAD data
  coordination and, 263
  exporting, 284–286
  importing, 261–266
2D extent type, 49–53
2D views, 57–58
  as starting views, 185
3D CAD data, 266–273
  exporting, to SketchUp, 286–289
  IFC (Industry Foundation Classes), 289–291
  exporter, 291–292
  settings classification, 292–295
3D coordination processes
  clash detection, 248–249
  information generation and, 15
  Interference Check, 249–251
  interference checking, 247–249
3D extent type, 49–54
3D views, 57–58
  annotating, 931–932
  camera, 70
  copying, 1029
  customizing, 72
  moving elements between worksets, 192–195
  naming worksets, 194
  orient to other views, 928–931
  Properties palette, Section Box, 494–495
  as starting views, 185
  types, 70

A

A360 cloud platform
  model synchronization, 1015
  overview, 104–105
  projects, 105–107

Acquire Coordinates, 224–226
Activate Dimensions button, 84
Add Elbow symbol, editing extent types, 51
Add To Design Option Set dialog, 455–456
Add To Quick Access Toolbar command, 28
Add-Ins tab (ribbon), 31
additive template management, 168–169, 552
administration techniques, 305–308
AIA documents, 304, 551
Align tool, 93–94
Align With Element option, materials pattern, 142
Aligned To Current View, 102
Aligned To Picked Level, 102
Aligned To Same Place, 102
Aligned To Selected Levels, 101–102
Aligned To Selected Views, 102
All setting, opening worksharing files, 187
Allow Join icon, 96
analysis tools, coordination with
  authoring tools, 16
analytic grip (datum extents), 49
analytic visualization
  design elements, 502–503
  versus photorealistic visualization, 479
  project parameters, 496–499
  shadow studies, 504–506
  solar studies, 504–506
  user-defined parameters, 499–502
Analytical Model Objects tab (Object Styles dialog), configuring, 126
analyze activity, BIM uses, 16–17
Analyze tab (ribbon), 31
analyzing design. See design analysis
angle of rotation, choosing, 88
angled planes, adding, 54–55
Annotate tab (ribbon), 31
  color schemes, 146
  Legend Component tool, 68
  Tag By Category command, 33
Annotation Objects tab (Object Styles dialog), 125
annotation, 3D views, 931–932
annotations
  dimensions
    adding, 865–867
    alternate units, 872–973
    equality, 867–868
    strings, 870–872
    text, 868–870
  keynotes, 846–849
    adding, 854–856
    assigning, 849–850
    editing, 849–850
    keynote family, 858–859
    keynote file, 851–852
    legends, 856–858
    settings, 852–854
  leaders, 33
  parameters
    project parameters, 874–878
    shared parameters, 878–885
  tags, 859–860
    inserting, 860–861
    toolset, 861–865
  text, 841–846
appearance attributes, 133
Application menu, 26–28
  hidden commands, 28
  Temporary Dimension Text Appearance settings, 84
Apply button, Properties palette, 79
AR (augmented reality), 539
Architectural template, 411–412
Architecture tab (ribbon), 30
  datum objects, creating, 46
  Reference Plane tool, 54–55
  Work Plane Viewer, 41
areas
  calculation, 810–814
  deleting, 817
  modifying plans, 818–819
  objects, adding, 814–818
Array tool, overview, 89
array types, 90
artificial lighting, placing, 528–529
assemblage, 21
Asset Browser, monochromatic views, 524
asset libraries, adding assets, 135
assets, 131
  adding, 135–137
  renaming, 136
  replacing, 137
asymmetrical elements, mirroring, 89
Attach Top/Base option, reference planes, 55
Attached Detail Group Placement dialog, 440–441
authoring tools, coordination with
  analysis tools, 16
Autodesk BIM Deployment Workbook, 10
Autodesk Insight, energy simulations, 31
Autodesk Live Editor, 542–543
Autodesk Material Library window, 417
Autodesk Physical Assets library, changing asset properties, 136
Autodesk Revit. See Revit
Autodesk Subscription accounts, Autodesk Insight, 31
AXM files, 411
axonometric views, 934–940
B
background patterns, specifying, 133
BEP (BIM execution plan), 298
best practices, views, 1010–1011
BIM (building information modeling)
  compared to CAD processes, 5
    definition, 11
    facilities control and, 21
    fundamentals, 3–4
    Indiana University and, 220
    interoperability and, 254
    lonely, 217
  model elements, best practices, 1011–1012
  project team
    design architect, 7
    management people, 4–5
    primary roles, 7
    skill sets, 5
    staffing, 5–6
    technical architect, 8
  service opportunities, 13
  social, 217
  workflow, 11–12
  workflow tools, integrating, 22
BIM 360 Design, 184
  cloud-based collaboration, 213–215
BIM execution plan (BxP), 8–10
BIM uses, 5–6
  activity types, 13
  analyze activity, 16–17
  buildingSMART International, 12
  communicate activity, 17–20
  gather activity, 13–14
  generate activity, 14–16
  open standards, 12
  Penn State University, guidelines, 12–13
  realize activity, 20–22
  standards, 12
  UK BIM Task Group, 12
blends, Family Editor, 700–704
Bottom parameter, 62
Browser Organization dialog, 150
Browser Organization Properties dialog, 35, 150
Browser Organization types, 149
building information modeling. See BIM
  (building information modeling)
building lifecycle. See lifecycle of buildings
Building Pad button, 116
building pads, 627–628
  creating, 116–117
Building sections, 64–65
buildingSMART Alliance, 218
buildingSMART International, 217–218
  BIM uses, 12
BxP (BIM execution plan), 298

C

CAD (computer aided design)
  compared to BIM process, 5
  data for toposurface creation, 110–112
details, reusing, 800–801
  exploded, performance optimization
  and, 1009–1010
imported geometry, best practices, 1013
  performance optimization, 1009
CAD files
  2D
    exporting, 284–286
    importing, 261–266
  3D, 266–273
  background, 258–259
detail library, 263–264
DWG exports, 278
  General tab, 283
  Layers tab, 279–281
  Lines tab, 281–282
  Patterns tab, 282–283
  Solids tab, 283
  Units & Coordinates, 283
DWG imports, 254–261
DXF files, importing, 254–261
  exploding, 261
  exporting, 275–278
  as face, 268–270
  font types, 256
  foreground, 258–259
  graphic overrides, 260
  import/link process, 257–258
  importing, 256
  inserting, 254–261
  layer colors, 254–255
  layers, visibility, 259
  levels, visibility, 259
  linking, 256
  large files, 262–263
  as a mass, 266–267
  as object, 271–273
  Revit families, 259
CAD-based workflow, 11
Calculated Value dialog, Sorting/Grouping
tab, 470
calculated values, 469–470
Callout tool, 65–67
callout views, controls, 67
callouts, 65–67
camera views
creating, 70
  mouse and, 43
Canopy Options, 452–453
cantilevered metal decking,
  625–626
case sensitivity, 394
CD (construction documents), 299
CDBB (Centre for Digital Built Britain),
  BIM uses, 12
CEA (conceptual energy analysis), 946–952
Architecture 2030, 964–966
baseline, 957–960
energy analysis simulations, 952–956
high-performance design, 960–964
ceilings
Basic Ceiling type, 637
Compound Ceiling type, 637
creating plans, 60
deleting ceiling, 637
Join Geometry tool, 99–100
sketch-based objects, 628–629
center of rotation, selecting, 88
central files
creating, 182–184
local copies
best practices, 1014–1015
creating, 186–188
naming, 183
opening (default settings), 183
permissions, managing, 184
saving, 182–183
unsynchronized changes, viewing, 201–202
working in, 196
Centre for Digital Build Britain, 217
chain-select
Offset tool, 96
UI elements, 76–77
Changes Not Synchronized With Central
dialog, 199–200
Charles Pankow Foundation, 218
CIC (Computer Integrated Construction), Penn
State, 218
clash detection, 248–249
Class property, Project Materials list, 138
click and drag UI element selection, 76
Clipboard
Copy tool and, 87
copy/paste operations, 100
Clipboard panel, tools, 100
Close command, 27
Close Inactive Views tool
deleting, 1009
QAT, 49
cloud platform. See A360 cloud platform
cloud-based collaboration, 180
A360 Drive, 212–213
BIM 360 Design, 213–215
worksharing, 212–213
cloud, rendering in, 537–538
coarse poché material, 494
Coarse Scale Fill Pattern option, joins and, 99
Collaborate dialog, 180
Collaborate tab (ribbon), 31
A360 cloud platform, 107
Active Workset, 196
Gray Inactive Worksets, 197
collaboration, 217. See also worksharing
BIM 360 Design, 184
Copy/Monitor, 220
Interference Check, 220
Linked Models, 220
relationships, 221–222
tools, 221
color
layers, CAD files, 254–255
overriding value, 433
QA/QC, 314
RGB values, 432
Color Fill Legend, 146, 917–918
color schemes, 919–920
numerical ranges, 926–928
customizing, 922–924
program verification, 928
rooms, 918–921
settings, 924–925
Color Fill panel, 146
color schemes
preconfiguring, 146–149
project templates, saving as, 147–148
color-coding models, 202
color-coding models
commands. See also icons; options; tools
Add To Quick Access Toolbar, 28
Application menu, 26
Close, 27
Duplicate View, 60
Edit, Graphic Display Options dialog, 39
Enable Temporary View Properties, 39
Floor Plan, adding a view to a level, 48
hidden, 28
Insert 2D Elements From File, 171–172
Communicate Activity, BIM Uses • Crop Regions Tool

Insert Views From File, 170–171
Manage Links, performance
  optimization and, 1009
Maximize 3D Extents, 54
Move, options, 85
Reload Latest, 200
Replace Asset, 137
Reset To 3D Extents, 53–54
Reveal Constraints, 38
Reveal Hidden Elements, 38
Save As, 26
Select All Instances, 78–79
Select Previous, 77
Show/Hide Analytical Model, 38
Starting View, 185
Synchronize Now, worksets, 199
Synchronize With Central (SWC), 178
Tag By Category, 33
Temporary Hide/Isolate, 38
Temporary View Properties, 38–39
Transfer Project Standards, 137, 169–170
view control bar, 38
Worksharing Display, 38
Zoom To Fit, view navigation, 1028
communicate activity, BIM uses, 17–20
Compact Central Model check box, worksets, 198
complex lists (Dynamo), 386
complex mass families, 364–372
component families, 56, 660
computational programming, 384
Con (construction), 299
Conceptual Mass family, 320
constraint relationships, creating, 86
Construction Industry Institute, 218
construction phase
  digital markup, Design Review, 896–902
  information gathering and, 14
  modeling for, 902–915
  revisions, revision cloud, 889–896
context menus
  Create Similar option, 54
  Select Previous command, 77
view windows, 82
ViewCube, 42
Contextual tabs (ribbon), 31
coordinate system
  Acquire Coordinates, 224–226
  exporting and, 224
  Publish Coordinates, 224–226
tiled windows and, 228
coordination, 218–219. See also collaboration
  2D CAD data, 263
  3D, interference checking, 247–249
  interdisciplinary, 219
linked files, 222
Linked Models
  Coordination Review, 238–239, 244–247
  Copy/Monitor command, 238–239
  Project Internal coordinate system, 223
  Revit-to-Revit, 222
  Shared Coordinates coordinate system, 223
  shared positioning, 223
  worksharing, 230–232
Coordination Model dialog, 273–274
Coordination Models Management dialog, 274
Coordination Review tool, 244–247
coordinator (BIM project team), role of, 8–9
Copy option, Offset tool, 96
Copy tool
  Multiple option, 85
  overview, 87
Copy/Monitor, 220
Linked Models
  columns, 241
  floors, 242
  grids, 241
  levels, 240
  walls, 242
copy/paste operations, 100
cost-forecasting, information gathering and, 14
Create pane, Create Group button, 439–440
Create panel
  adding a view to a level, 48
  Callout tool, 65–67
  Plan Region tool, 62
  Schedule Properties dialog, 468
  views, 60
Create Property Line dialog, 118
Create Similar tool, 102
Crop Regions property, 59
Crop Regions tool, 1011
cropping, adjusting views, 43
Ctrl key
  Copy tool, 87
  multiple selection, 76
cubes, 325–329
Curtain System By Face, 412
curtain walls, 552
  adaptive component family, 615
  complex, 595–617
  corner mullions, 588–590
  customizing types, 590–594
  definition, 602–607
  designing, 582–590
doors, 587–588
grids, 581
mullions, 581
panels, custom, 592–594
pattern-based panels, 616–617
patterns, 599–601, 612–614
  custom, 611–612
pyramid type, 607–611
simple, 579–594
  surface representation, 601–602
custom content, archiving, 159
custom fill patterns, 140
custom project templates, creating projects, 168
custom tag annotations
  creating, 160–162
  overview, 158–159
  section tags, 163–165
tag families, 159–160
  view tags, 162–163
custom text parameters, project
  organization, 150–151
Customize Double-Click Settings dialog, 104
cut patterns, 133
Cut values, floor plans, 60
cut/fill schedules, creating, 120–122
design analysis
  CEA (conceptual energy analysis), 946–952
    Architecture 2030, 964–966
    baseline, 957–960
    energy analysis simulations, 952–956
    high-performance design, 960–964
    LA/R (Light Analysis Revit), 966–973
    Path of Travel, 973–978
  sustainability, 941–942
    energy modeling, 942–943
    energy simulations, 943–946
data management, Dynamo, 386
data matching, Dynamo, 388–390
datum objects, 44
  creating, 46
  extent types, overview, 49
design architect, role of, 7
Design Collaboration module, model
  synchronization, 1015
design iteration, 452–453
  Canopy Options, 452–453
  main model, 452
  preserving, 458
design options
  Add to Design Option Set dialog, 455–456
  creating, 453–456
  deleting individual, 460–461
  editing, 456–457
  element selection, 475
  option set, 454–455, 472–473
  Phase Filter property, 473
  primary, 458–459
  removing, 458–461
  scheduling, 457–458
  sets, deleting, 459–460
status bar, 35
viewing, 457–458
Design Options dialog, 454
  All Enclosed option, 460–461
  Make Primary button, 460–461
  Accept Primary button, 458–459
Option Sets, 472
  Delete button, 460
Design Options drop-down, Main Model, 473
Design Options tool, 453
Design Options toolbar, 456–457
design process, information gathering and, 14
Design Review
  DWFx file export, 896–898
  markup, importing, 899–902
Detail Component families, CAD workflows, 1010
Detail components, drafting views, 67
detail groups, 439
Detail Level property, 59–60, 479–480
  Coarse, 481, 494
Detail Level tool, best practices, 1011
Detail panel, Legend Component tool, 68
Detail property, Type Selector, 66
detail sections, 64–65
detail views, 773–774
detailing
  components
    adding, 786–788
    families, 797–800
    line-based, 794
detail groups, 795–796
Detail Line tool, 778–779
detail views, 773–774
details, reusing, 800–805
drafting views, 774
elements, 788–790
filled regions, 780–786
hybrid, 775, 776–777
insulation, 794–795
Linework tool, 779–780
masking regions, 780–786
model, 775, 777
repeating elements, 790–794
standalone, 775
dialog launcher, ribbon panels, 32
dialogs
  Area And Volume Computations, 1010
  Attached Detail Group Placement, 440–441
  available options display, 26
  Browser Organization, 150
  Browser Organization Properties, 150
  Changes Not Synchronized With Central, 199–200
  Choose Space Type And Color Scheme, 146–147
  Collaborate, 180
  Coordination Model, 273–274
  Coordination Models Management, 274
  Create Property Line, 118
  Customize Double-Click Settings, 104
  Design Options, 454
  DWG Export, 276–278
  Edit Color Scheme, 147
  Family Types, 365
  Fill Pattern Graphics, 498
  Fill Patterns, 139–141
  Filters, 153, 496
Graphic Display Options dialog, 39–40
  Model Display, 481–487
    Consistent Colors, 483–485
    Ghost Surfaces, 486
    Hidden Line view, 482–483
    Interactive Ray Trace, 484–486
    Realistic, 484–486
    Shaded, 483–484
    Show Ambient Shadows, 482
    Silhouettes, 486–487
    transparency, 486
    Wireframe, 482–483
    Shadows toggle, 487–489
    Sketchy Lines, 490
Import Instance Query, 259
Insert Views, 171
Keynote Legend Properties, 68
Line Patterns, 127–128
Line Styles, 129–130
Material Browser, 431
toposurfaces, 114
New Annotation Symbol, 166
New Floor Plan, 48
New Pattern, 141–142
New Project, creating project templates, 124
New Schedule, cut/fill schedules, 120–121
Object Styles, 124–126
Open, creating local project files, 186
Parameter Properties, 151
Phasing, 425–426
Propagate Datum Extents, 52–53
Publish Settings, A360 cloud platform, 107–108
Render In Cloud, 537–538
Schedule Properties, 468
Select Items To Copy, 170
Site Settings, poché fill patterns, 117
Sun Settings, 488–489
Synchronize With Central, 184, 198
Temporary Dimension Properties, 84
Type Properties, 145, 553
Type Properties dialog, 157–158
View List Properties, 1019
View Templates, 155–156
Visibility and Graphics, 412
Visibility/Graphics Overrides, 59, 226
  DWG file performance optimization, 1010
moving elements between worksets, 192
Worksets, 180–181
Worksharing Display Settings, 200–202
digital markup, 896–902
dimensions. See also temporary dimensions
  adding, 865–867
  alternate units, 872–973
  constraints, creating, 97–98
  equality, 867–868
  strings, editing, 870–872
text, custom, 868–870
Disjoin option, Move command, 85
Do Not Duplicate Existing Views option, 49
Document Assets, 137
documentation, 807
  Annotate tab (ribbon), 31
  annotations, leaders, 33
  area
    calculation, 810–814
    modifying plans, 818–819
    objects, adding, 814–818
color schemes, preconfiguring, 146–149
communication BIM activity, 17–18
legends, 832–833
project documentation, technical architects and, 8
project file size considerations, 1005
rendering and, 478
schedules, 819–821
  area schedules, 829–831
  room schedules, 821–827
  sheet list, 830–832
  wall schedules, 827–829
sheets, layout, 833–839
space, calculating, 808–810
tasks, 8
doors
custom tags, creating, 160–162
orientation, changing, 87–88
dormers, 650–653
double-clicking
  editing components, 104
  families to edit, 1028
Drafting fill patterns, 140–141
drafting patterns
  Orientation In Host Layers option, 141
  selecting, 133
drafting views, 67, 774
  project bulletin boards, 185
Draw Axis tool, UI elements, 89
Draw panel, Tangent End Arc option, 54
drawing area, overview, 36
Duplicate As A Dependent command, 60
Duplicate command, 60
Duplicate View commands, 60
duplicate views, creating, 36–37
Duplicate with Detailing command, 60
DWG Export dialog, 276–278
  General tab, 283
  Layers tab, 279–281
  Lines tab, 281–282
  Patterns tab, 282–283
  Solids tab, 283
  Units & Coordinates, 283
DWG files
  exploded, performance optimization and, 1010
  imported, 254–261
DXF files, imported, 254–261
Dynamo, 373
categories
  audits, 392
  families, placing, 392–393
  manual selection, 393–394
Code Blocks
  expression creation, 386
  input creation, 386
  complex lists, 387
  data management, 386
  definitions, 380–381
    grouping, 381
    notes, 380
    selection alignment, 381
downloading, 374
elements
  audits, 392
  families, placing, 392–393
  manual selection, 392–393
geometry
  coordinate systems, 391
  Revit connection, 392
  transformations, 391
  vectors, 390
installation, 374
interoperability
  Excel to Revit, 394–395
  Revit to Excel, 395
lacing, 388–390
mouse controls, 377
nodes
  connections, wire, 379
  input ports, 378
  lacing, 378
  name, 378
  node preview, 378
  output ports, 378
  search bar, 379
  states, 380
opening, 375
Package Manager, 395–396
Player, 396–397
simple lists, 387
start page, 375
structuring lists, 387–388
types
  audits, 392
  families, placing, 392–393
  manual selection, 392–393
UI (user interface)
  Execution Bar, 377
  Node Library, 376
toolbar, 375–376
  workspace, 376–377
views, toggling, 377
visual programming
  curves, 383–384
  input nodes, 381
  points, 382–383
  surfaces, 384–385
  watch nodes, 381–382
Dynamo Studio, 373

E
edges, 340
Edit Baluster Placement dialog, 716
Edit Color Scheme dialog, 147
Edit command, Properties palette, 39
Edit Crop option, callouts, 67
Edit Filters option, 78
Edit Option mode, 456–457
Edit Pasted Elements option, 101
Edit Pasted panel, 100–101
Edit Selection option, 78
Edit Selection Set contextual ribbon, 78
Edit Type option
  Coarse Scale Fill Pattern, joins and, 99
type parameters, 57
Editable setting, opening worksharing files, 187
elements (user interface). See UI (user interface)
elevation tags
  behavior, 63
  creating, 166–167
Elevation tool, 63–64
elevations
  creating, 63
  types, 64
elevators, Shaft tool, 1027
Enable Temporary View Properties command, 39
Enable Temporary View Properties option, 38
energy modeling
  Analyze tab (ribbon), 31
  BIM environmental analysis, 16
Enscape, 541–542
Entourage workset, 535–536
environmental analysis, BIM process, 16
errors, Model Performance and Stability and, 302
estimating, information gathering and, 14
Excel interoperability with Revit, 394–395
Execution Bar (Dynamo), 377
expanded panels, accessing, 32
exploded CAD files, performance optimization
  and, 1009–1010
Export option, 27
exporting CAD data, views list, 276–278
exposure, 526
Extension settings, 490
extent types
  datum objects, overview, 49
  propagating, 51–53
exterior elevations, 64
exterior enclosures, simplifying creation, 139
extrusion
  Family Editor, 690–695
  roofs and, 643–645

F
facilities management
  BIM-based planning and, 20–22
  control considerations, 21
families, 56, 659
  adaptive components, 668–669
  annotation symbols, 667–668
  component, 660
  custom, archiving, 159
  Detail Component, CAD files and, 1010
detail components, 666–667, 797–800
dimensions, 676–679
  parametric, 679–680
  editing, double-clicking, 1028
frameworks, 671–689
hosted, Moves With Nearby Elements
  option, 86
hosted versus nonhosted, 664–665
in-place, 660
line-based components, 666
  Trim/Extend tools, 94
loading, drag-and-drop, 1028
mass families, 668
materials, 688–689
Model Performance and Stability and, 303
nesting, 704–707
parameters
  dimensions, 679–680
  instance, 680–682
  type, 680–682
  purging, performance considerations, 1013
quality control, purging unused, 1015–1016
section head, creating, 161–165
templates, 661–662
  cut values, 663
  parameters, 663–664
  scheduling, 662–663
  troubleshooting, 707–712
type catalogs, 682–684
visibility settings, 686–688
worksets, 181
Family Editor, 56, 659, 669–669. See also families
blends, 700–704
Create Form tool, 322
extrusions, 690–695
Family Forms, masses, 322
labels, 160
lines, 684–688
Load Into Project button, 165
massing, 320–321
  Conception Mass family, 320
  in-place masses, 323–329
  lines, 322–323
  naming masses, 325
  placing masses, 329
  scheduling masses, 331–333
Offset tool, 96
revoles, 699–700
Sketch tool, 92
solids, 684–688
sweeps, 695–699
text annotations, 160
Family Types dialog, 365
Far Clip Offset option, camera extents, 70–71
file extensions, project templates, 124
file formats, converting, Export option, 27
file size considerations, 1005
File tab, 30
Application menu, 26–28
Massing & Site tab, displaying, 109
mouse, double-click behavior, 104
object selection colors, changing, 76
project templates, creating from scratch, 124
files
family, inserting, 30
FormIt, 274–275
importing, 30
linked, 222
Model Performance and Stability
and, 301–302
Navisworks, 273–274
Fill Pattern Graphics dialog, 497
fill patterns
complex, creating, 142
creating, 139
custom, importing, 142–146
measurement units, defining, 143
naming, 144
poché, 117
scaling, 144
toposurfaces, assigning, 144–146
Type Properties dialog, 145
types, 140
Fill Patterns dialog, creating fill patterns,
139–141
Filled Region model patterns, Align tool, 94
Filter By Sheet option, keynote legends, 68
Filter dialog, status bar, 35
Filter icon
status bar, 35
UI elements, selecting, 77

filters
applying, 497–499
design elements and, 502–503
graphic override settings, 423, 498
parameters, 422, 501
Phase Filter property, 473
phases
applying, 428–429
overriding, 428–429
Show All, 434
Show Complete, 429
Show New, 429
selection-based, saving, 78
views
based on selection, 154–155
creating and assigning, 152–154
Filters dialog, 153, 496
Finish Selection option, 78
Floor Plan command, adding a view to a level, 48
Floor Plan property, Type Selector, 66
floor plans, creating, 60
floors, 619–621
building pads, 627–628
edges, custom, 630–633
face, modeling by, 626–627
finishes
thick, 634–637
thin, 633–634
FormIt, 412
Join Geometry tool, 99–100
mass floors, 330
MEA (model element author), 621
ownership, 621
sandwich, 620
shape editing, 653–656
sketch-based objects, 628–629
slab edge type, 629–633
structural, 622–625
Time/Extend tools, 94
flyout menus, 26
hidden commands, 28
Plan Views, adding a view to a level, 48
fonts
CAD files, imported, 256
temporary dimensions, 84
foreground patterns, specifying, 133
Formatting tab, Disposal cost, 471
FormIt, 397
  Advanced Geometry tools, 413–414
    Shell Solid(s) tool, 413–414
    Sweep (SW), 415–416
AXM files, 411
converting to Revit, 411
corner window exercise, 413–418
CV (Cover) tool, 411
FF (Reverse Faces) tool, 411
files, 274–275
FormIt Convert panel, 411
generics, 411
Import FormIt To RVT tool, 411
importing to Revit, 411–413
levels, importing, 412
Material Library, 417–418
materials, 416–418
  importing, 417–418
Materials palette, Autodesk Material Library
  window, 417
Sweep creation mode, 416
Visual Styles panel, 411
FormIt Convert panel, 411
FormIt UI, 398
  context menus, 403
element selection, 402–403
  groups, 404–407
massing, 407–409
  shadows, 409–410
  solar analysis, 410
modeling, 400–402
navigation, 399
formula-driven massing
  complex mass family, 364–372
  generic model mass family, 352–364
formulas
  math, 1027
  parameters, 470
  schedule properties, 469–470
framing elevations, 64
free-form building massing, 338–344
dissolving, 344–350
rebuilding, 344–350
solids, voids as, 350–352
voids, 350–352
Function property, 553

G
Gable mass family, 329
gaming engines, 540
gather activity, BIM uses, 13–14
generate activity, BIM uses, 14–16
generic model mass families, 352–364
geometry
  FormIt, 411–412
  imported, best practices, 1013
  masses, 322–323
  sizing, information generation and, 15
Global visibility settings, object Styles option, 31
graphic conventions, importance of, 158
Graphic Display Options dialog, 39–40
  Background options, 491–492
  Depth Cueing, 492–493
  Lighting controls, 490
Model Display, 481–482
  Consistent Colors, 483–485
  Ghost Surfaces, 486
  Hidden Line view, 482–483
  Interactive Ray Trace, 484–486
  Realistic, 484–486
  Shaded, 483–484
  Show Ambient Shadows, 482
  Silhouettes, 486–487
  transparency, 486
  Wireframe, 482–483
monochromatic views and, 521–522
Photographic Exposure, 490
Realistic view and, 490
Shadows toggle
  Show Ambient Shadows, 489
  Sun Setting, 488
  transparency and, 487
Sketchy Lines, 490
graphic grip (datum extents), 49
graphic overrides, 429–430, 497
  CAD files, 260
  filters, 423
graphic quality, configuring
  object styles, 124–126
  overview, 124–126
Graphical Column schedule type, 69
graphics assets, 133
graphics cards, recommended, 1006
Graphics Display Options
  Join Geometry, 495
  Properties palette, 37
Gray Inactive Worksets, Collaborate tab, 197
grids
  adding, 44
  justification marker, 598
  moving, 49
grip symbol
  2D extent type, 51
  3D extent type, 49
grips
  callouts, 67
  temporary dimensions, dragging, 83
Group and Associate option, arrays, 92
Group panel
  Attached Detail Groups button, 440
  Edit Group, 441–442
Grouping And Sorting tab (Browser Organization Properties dialog), 150
groups
  best practices, 450–452
  copying, 439, 442–444
  creating, 439–441
    duplicating, 442–444
    from links, 448–450
datum objects, 450
detail groups, 439
Edit Group mode, 441–442
elements
  excluding, 444–446
  hosted, 450
identical, 441
insertion points, 442–443
loading, 446–448
mirroring, 451
model groups, 439
Model Performance and Stability and, 303
modifying, 441–442
nesting, 450
relationships, attached, 451
RVT files, 447
saving, 446–448
updating, 439
guidelines, Penn State University, BIM uses, 12–13

H
  hard drive speed considerations, 1006
  hardware optimization, 1005–1006
  hidden commands, 28
  hidden elements
    selectability, 78–79
    views, 38
  Hidden Line mode, 527
  Home button, 26
  Home option, ViewCube navigation tool, 42
  Home screen, 26–27
  host elements, joins and, 99
  host families, 56
  hosted elements
    groups, 450
    Move command, 85
  housekeeping. See performance optimization
  HTC Vive, 540
  hybrid detailing, 775, 776–777

I
  icons. See also commands; options
    Allow Join, 96
    Filter, selecting UI elements, 77
    Filter (status bar), 35
    Open Documents, 26
    pin, 97
    Recent Documents, 26
  Visual Style, Graphic Display Options, 39
  Identity assets, 132
  IDMs (information delivery manuals), standardizing, 12
  IFC (Industry Foundation Classes), 289–295
  image resolution, 521
  Import FormIt To RVT tool, 411
Import Instance Query dialog, 259
Import Line Weights template, 255
Imported Objects tab (Object Styles dialog), configuring, 126
importing, 2D CAD data, 261–266
In Entire Project option, Select All Instances command, 78–79
in-place families, 660
in-place masses, 323–329
in-session lists, worksharing and, 277
Indiana University BIM standards, 220
InfoCenter, 28–29
information gathering, BIM uses activity, 13–14
Informational Continuity and Standards, 298
project management, 303–304
Insert 2D Elements From File command, transferring project standards, 171–172
Insert tab (ribbon), 30
Manage Links button, performance optimization and, 1009
Insert Views dialog, transferring project standards, 171
Insert Views From File command, transferring project standards, 170–171
insertion points, groups, 442
relocating, 443
instance parameters, 57
stairs, 717–718
user-defined, 499–502
intelligent geometry, creating, 14–16
interdisciplinary coordination, 219
Interference Check, 220, 249–251
interior elevations, 64
Interiors phase, 426
interoperability, 253
Intersecting Views, Detail callout, 66
intersects, 598
interviews, user groups, space programs, 13–14
IPD (integrated project delivery), 218, 621

K
Keep Readable option, materials pattern, 142
keyboard
copy/paste operations, 100
typing angle of rotation, 88
UI elements
nudging, 86
rotating, 87–88
keyboard shortcuts, 103–104, 1028
Keyboard Shortcuts dialog, 103–104
Keynote Legend Properties dialog, 68
keynote legends, 68
Keynote tool, quality control and, 1024–1025
keynotes, 846–849
adding, 854–856
assigning, 849–850
editing, 849–850
keynote family, 858–859
keynote file, 851–852
legends, 856–858
quality control, 1024–1025
settings, 852–854

L
LA/R (Light Analysis Revit), 966–973
labels. See also tags
displaying when editing levels, 51
Family Editor, 160
lacing, Dynamo, 388–390
laptops, SteeringWheels mouseless navigation tool, 42–43
laser scanning, information gathering and, 14
Last Viewed setting, opening worksharing files, 187
layers
color, CAD files, 254–255
configuring graphic appearance, 126
roofs, 655–656
layouts
creating, 464–465
proposed, 466–468

J
Jitter settings, 490
Join Geometry tool, 99–100
joins, managing, 99–100
Legend Component tool, 68
legends, 832–833
creating, 68
keynote, 68
overview, 67
Level Below setting, plane parameters, 62
levels
adding a view, 48
configuring graphic appearance, 126
creating and duplicating, 47
Do Not Duplicate Existing Views option, 49
overview, 44, 46
views, creating duplicate, 49
libraries, Information Continuity and Standards, 303–304
Library Panel, Material Browser, displaying, 131
lifecycle of buildings
analysis phase, 16
information gathering, 13–14
information generating, 14–16
light groups, 529–530
lighting
artificial, 528–529
Graphic Display Options dialog, 488–490
Hidden Line mode, 527
Sun Settings dialog, 488–489
sunlight, 488–489
Lighting solar study, 505
line color, configuring, 125
line patterns
configuring, 125
creating, 128–129
deleting, 128
setting, 127–128
symbols/text with, 128
Line Patterns dialog, 127–128
line styles
default standard, 129
deleting, 130
examples, 130–131
naming conventions, 130
setting, 129–131
Line Styles dialog, 129–130
line weights
changing, 131
configuring, 125
setting, 126–127
line-based families, Trim/Extend tools, 94
linear arrays, 90
lines
configuring quality, 126
extension, 490
Family Editor, 684–688
jitter, 490
massing surfaces, 333–334
selectability, 79
Sketchy Lines, 490
Trim/Extend tools, 94
Linework tool, 126
Link panel, Link Revit, Insert tab, 448–449
linked files, 222
CAD links, 256
Linked Models, 220, 222
attachments, 229–230
coordination tools, 238–239
Coordination Review, 238–239, 244–247
Copy/Monitor command, 238–239, 239–243
copying/pasting elements, 235
element scheduling, 235
element tagging, 234
element visibility, 236–238
hiding elements, 235
managing links, 231–232
nested, 230
opening, 235
overlays, 229–230
phasing, 438
portability setting, 229–230
reference type, 230
relative paths, 234
views, 238
wall joins, 235
worksets, 231–234
worksharing, 230–232
links, groups, 448–450
Load From Library panel, 165
Load As Group, 447
loading groups, 446–448
local project files
benefits, 188
creating, 186–188
lock symbol
  3D extents, 51
  aligning element references, 93
  Split With Gap tool, 95–96
LOD (Level of Development), 299, 551
  best practices, 1012
lonely BIM, 217
Lumion, 543–544

M
MacLeamy curve, 5–6
main model, 452
Make Plan View option, Options bar, 46
Manage Collaboration panel, 180
Manage Links command, performance optimization and, 1009
Manage tab (ribbon), 31
  Additional Settings
    Detail Level, 480
    Temporary Dimensions option, 84
Design Options panel
  Design Options button, 453–454
  Edit Option, 456–457
line patterns, creating, 128–129
line weights, 126–127
Phasing tool, 428–429, 471
Purge Unused tool, best practices, 1013
Selection panel, loading saved selection sets, 78
management
  BIM project team, 4–5
  facilities, BIM-based planning and, 20–22
  project files permissions, 184
  project models, 72–73
  templates, overview, 168–169
views
  organizing, 149–155
  performance optimization, 1008
  templates and, 155–158
workset visibility, 203–204
worksets, best practices, 1014
Mass Floor tool, 330
masses, 319–320
cubes, 325–329
floors, 330
Gable mass family, 329
geometry, 322–323
placing, 329
pyramid, 325–329
scheduling, 331–333
shelled, 414
spheres, 325–329
massing, 319
CAD data, 266–267
Family Editor, 320–321
  Create Form tool, 322
  in-place masses, 323–329
  lines, 322
  naming masses, 325
  placing masses, 329
formula-driven
  complex mass family, 364–372
  generic model mass family, 352–364
free-form building, 338–344
  dissolving, 344–350
  rebuilding, 344–350
  solids, voids as, 350–352
  voids, 350–352
surfaces, 333–338
Massing & Site tab
  Curtin System By Face tool, 412
  displaying, 109
  Roof By Face tool, 412
  Wall By Face tool, 412
Massing & Site tab (ribbon), 31
Match Type Properties tool, 81
Material Browser dialog, 131–132, 431
  Appearance tab, 432
    Color dialog box, 432
toposurfaces, 114
Material Library, 417–418
Material Takeoff schedule type, 69
Material tool, 416
materiality, 416–418
  importing materials, 417–418
materials
  appearance attributes, 133
assets, 131
  adding, 135–137
  renaming, 136
  replacing, 137
configuring, 125
cut patterns, 133
defining, overview, 131–132
drafting patterns, 140
graphics assets, 133
identity assets, 132
model patterns, 140
patterns
  creating complex, 142
  importing custom, 142
physical properties, 134
planning strategies, 137–139
shading, 133
surface patterns, 133
thermal properties, 135
Materials Browser, adding assets, 135–137
Materials palette, Autodesk Material Library
  window, 417
Materials tool, adding assets, 135–137
math formulas, 1027
Maximize 3D Extents command, 54
MEA (model element author), floors, 621
MEP (mechanical, electrical, and plumbing)
  engineers, 219
Merge Surfaces tool, toposurfaces, 114
metal decking, cantilevered, 625–626
Mirror tool, 89
Model By Face panel, Massing & Site tab
  Curtin System By Face tool, 412
  Roof By Face tool, 412
  Wall By Face tool, 412
Model fill patterns, 140–141
Model In-Place command, 320
Model Objects tab (Object Styles dialog),
  configuring, 125
Model Performance and Stability, 298
  project management, 301–303
model-centric workflows, 3–4
Model, Data, and Drawing Deliverables, 298
  project management, 304–305
modeling
  construction phase, 902–915
definition, 11
design architect and, 7
repurposing models between uses, 17–18
models
  best practices, 1011–1013
detailing, 775, 777
  elements, configuring, 125
file size considerations, 1005
groups, 439
lines, selectability, 79
patterns, selecting, 133
project, managing, 72–73
quality control, overview, 1015–1016
schedule types, 69
submodels, best practices, 1015
Modify mode (ribbon), 75
  Align tool, 93–94
  Array tool, 89–92
  Clipboard panel, Match Type Properties tool, 81
  Copy tool, 87
  Create Similar tool, 102
element selection options, 77
  Offset tool, 96
Pin tool, 97
  Rotate tool, 88–89
  Split Element tool, 95
  Split With Gap tool, 95–96
  Trim/Extend tools, 94
Modify tab (ribbon), 31
  Geometry panel, Demolish hammer, 430
Modify tools, selected elements, 84
monochromatic views, 521–527
mouse
double-clicking, modifying behavior of, 104
Dynamo, 377
families, 1028
Move tool, selected elements, 85
navigation methods, 43
SteeringWheels navigation tool, 42–43
temporary dimensions, 83
UI elements, selecting, 75–77
ViewCube navigation tool, 42
mouseless navigation, SteeringWheels tool, 42–43
Move command, options, 85
Move To 2nd option
  linear arrays, 90
  radial arrays, 90–91
Move to Last option, radial arrays, 90–91
Move To Last option, linear arrays, 90
Move tool, UI elements, 85
Moves With Nearby Elements option, 86
multi-category schedules, project quality control and, 1019–1024
Multi-Day solar study, 505
Multi-Select tab (ribbon), selection-based filters, saving, 78
Multiple Alignment option, 93
Multiple option
  Copy tool, 87
  Move command, 85
MVDs (model view definitions), standardizing, 12

N
naming conventions
  line styles, 130
  materials organization strategies, 137–138
  project files, 183
  worksharing usernames, 188–189
National BIM Standard-United States
  Version 3, 12
National Institute of Building Sciences, BIM
  definition, 11
Navigation bar, 43
navigation methods, 41–43
Navisworks files, 273–274
NBIMS-US (National BIM Standard), 217
nesting
  families, 704–707
  groups, 450
New Annotation Symbol dialog, 166
New Flor Plan dialog, adding a view to a level, 48
New Pattern dialog, 141–142
New Project dialog, project templates, creating, 124
New Schedule dialog, cut/fill schedules, 120–121
NIBS (National Institute of Building Sciences), 217
Node library (Dynamo), 376
nodes, Dynamo
  connections, wire, 379
  input ports, 378
  lacing, 378
  name, 378
  node preview, 378
  output ports, 378
  search bar, 379
  states, 380
non-orthogonal references, locating, 87
Note Block schedule type, 69

O
O&M (operations and maintenance), 299
Object Styles dialog, 124–126
Object Styles option, global visibility settings, 31
objects. See also UI (user interface)
  CAD data as, 271–273
  styles
    families, 684–685
    overview, 124–125
Oculus Rift, 540
Offset tool, 96
Open dialog
  local project files, creating, 186
  shortcuts, 26
Open Documents icon, 26
open standards, BIM uses, 12
operating costs, BIM and, 21–22
operating systems, recommendations for system optimization, 1006
operations and maintenance systems, information gathering and, 14
optimization
  file size considerations, 1005
  hardware, 1005–1006
option sets, 472–473
  deleting, 459–460
options. See also commands; icons
  Constrain, Move command, 85
  Create Similar, floor plans, 54
  Delete Inner Segment, 95
  Disjoin, Move command, 85
  Do Not Duplicate Existing Views, 49
Edit Filters, 78
Edit Selection, 78
Edit Type, type parameters, 57
In Entire Project, Select All Instances command, 78–79
Export, 27
Far Clip Offset, camera extents, 70–71
Filter By Sheet, keynote legends, 68
Finish Selection, 78
Graphic Display Options dialog, 39–40
Group and Associate, arrays, 92
linear arrays
  Move To 2nd, 90
  Move To Last, 90
Make Plan View, 46
Manage tab (ribbon), Temporary Dimensions, 84
Moves With Nearby Elements, 86
Multiple
  Copy tool, 87
  Move command, 85
Multiple Alignment, 93
Options bar, 33
Orientation In Host Layers, 141
Pick New Host, 85
radial arrays
  Move To 2nd, 90–91
  Move To Last, 90–91
Reference Other View, drafting views, 67
Restore View Properties, 39
Section Box, customizing 3D views, 72
Select Elements By Face, 77
Show Camera, Project Browser, 72
Tangent End Arc, Draw panel, 54
Temporary View Properties command, 38–39
Use Render Appearance, 133
ViewCube context menu, 42
Viewer, Work Plane panel, 41
Visible In View, Select All Instances command, 78–79
Worksharing Update Frequency, 202–203
Options bar
  Array tool, 89–92
  Make Plan View, 46
  Multiple Alignment option, 93
Offset tool, 96
overview, 33
Place button, center of rotation, 88
Split Element tool, 95
Options dialog, ribbon tabs, displaying, 30
Orient To View option, materials pattern, 142
Orientation In Host Layers option, drafting patterns, 141
orthographic 3D views, 70
  view control bar, 479–504
Orthographic option, ViewCube tool, 70

P
PACE (Partnership for Achieving Construction Excellence), 218
Package Manager, Dynamo and, 395–396
Paint tool, applying materials, 100
panels
  Color Fill, 146
  Create, adding a view to a level, 48
  Edit Pasted, 100–101
  expanded, accessing, 32
  FormIt Convert, 411
  Load From Library, 165
    Load as Group, 447
  Manage Collaboration, 180
  relocating, 32
  Room & Area, volume computation and, 1010
  settings, accessing, 32
  Work Plane, 41
panning, mouse method, 43
Parameter Properties dialog, 151, 468–469
parameters, 57
  calculated values, 470
  families, 661–664
  filters, 422, 501
  in formulas, 470
  instance parameters, 501–501
  phasing
    Phase Created filter, 423
    Phase Demolished filter, 423
  project parameters, 422, 874–878
  shared parameters, 878–885
  user-defined 499–502
Parent View Only, Detail callout, 66
parts
- assemblies, 911–913
- views, 913–915
- creating, 902–904
- excluding, 910–911
- gaps, 908–910
- merging, 910
- modifying, 904–907
- scheduling, 911
- using, 907
Paste Aligned option, 101–102
Paste button, 101
PAT files, 142
Path of Travel, 973–978
Pattern Type options, 139–141
PBP (Project Base Point), 226–229
Penn State CIC (Computer Integrated
Construction), 218
Penn State Office of Physical Plant, 218
Penn State Project Execution Plan, 10
Penn State University, BIM uses guidelines, 12–13
performance optimization, 1007–1010
- best practices, 1010–1015
- linking files compared to importing, 1009
- models, quality control and, 1015–1027
- tips for, 1027–1030
permissions
- central files, managing, 184
- worksharing-enabled projects, 178
Perspective option, ViewCube tool, 70
perspective views, sizing, 70
Phase Created filter, 423
Phase Demolished filter, 423, 430
Phase Filter property, 473
phasing, 421–423
- applying phases, 426–427
- creating phases, 426–427
- demolished phases, 428
- existing phases, 428
filters
- applying, 428–429
- overriding, 428–429
- Show All, 434
- Show Complete, 429
- Show New, 429
geometry, 430–433
- graphic overrides, 429–430
- Interiors phase, 426
- Linked Models, 438
- Material Browser dialog, 431
- new phases, 428, 462–464
- demolition, 465–466
parameters
- Phase Created, 423
- Phase Demolished, 423
- Phase property, 423–424
- settings, 425–430
- Shell and Core phase, 426
temporary phases, 428
views, 425
- phase properties, 433–438
Phasing dialog, 425–426
- Demo Only, 471
- Graphic Overrides tab, 429–430
- monochromatic views, 521
- Phase Filters tab, 428–429, 523
- Project Phases tab, 426
- Properties palette, 427
Phasing tool, 428–429
Photographic Exposure setting, 491
photorealistic visualization, 477. See also visualization
- versus analytic visualization, 479
- artificial lighting, 528–529
- exposure, 526
- interior renderings, 527–528
- light groups, 529–536
- lighting, 527–528
- materials, 536–537
- monochromatic views, 521–527
- perspective views, 507–511
- rendering settings, 517–521
- resolution, 521
- sequence rendering, 506–507
- view, locking, 511
- walkthroughs, 511–515
- exporting, 515–517
- workflow, 506–507
physical properties, 134
Pick Axis tool, UI elements, mirroring, 89
Pick New Host option, 85
Pin tool, 97
pinned items, selection sets, creating, 97
pinning
datum objects, 49
UI elements, 97
Place button, center of rotation, 88
Plan Region tool, views, 62
Plan Views flyout menu, adding a view to
a level, 48
plans
ceiling, creating, 60
floor, creating, 60
views
Bottom parameter, 62
levels, 46
View Depth parameter, 62
poché, 494–495
fill pattern, 117
quick-cut, 1029
points
Excel data import, 395
files, creating a toposurface, 112–113
placing to create a toposurface, 109–110
prefabrication, assemblage planning, 21
presentation, rendering and, 478
Press New Keys, Keyboard Shortcuts
dialog, 103–104
Preview window, fill patterns, scaling, 144
primary design option, 458–459
primary roles (BIM project team), 7
printing, views, best practices, 1010–1011
processes. See also modeling process
3D coordination, information
generation and, 15
BIM and, 3
BIM compared to CAD, 5
MacLeamy curve, 5–6
production staff, role of, 8
Project Browser, 33–35
Browser Organization properties dialog, 35
Browser Organization types, 149
Duplicate, 442
relocating, 35
Save Group, 446–448
Show Camera option, 72
views, 60
project files
linking compared to importing, 1009
local copies
best practices, 1014–1015
creating, 186–188
naming, 183
opening (default settings), 183
permissions, managing, 184
volume computation, performance
considerations, 1010
project management, 297–298
Model Performance and Stability,
301–303
Model, Data, and Drawing
Deliverables, 304–305
QA/QC (quality assurance/quality
control), 299–300
starting view, selecting, 185
tiered approach
Informational Continuity and
Standards, 298
Model Performance and Stability, 298
Model, Data, and Drawing
Deliverables, 298
Project management, Informational Continuity
and Standards, 303–304
project managers. See also coordinator (BIM
project team)
role, 9
Project Materials list, 132
filtering, 138
project models, managing, 72–73
project organization, overview, 44
project parameters, 422
filters, 422
user-defined parameters, 499–502
instance parameters, 501–502
project standards worksets, 181
project team
BIM coordinator, 8–9
design architect, 7
efficiency considerations, 4
management people, 4–5
primary roles, 7
project manager, 9
skill sets, 5
staffing, 5–6
technical architect, 8

project templates
  color schemes, 147–148
  custom, creating projects with, 168
defaults, advantages of, 124
  graphic quality, object styles, 124–126
  material strategies, transferring, 137
overview, 123–124

Projection values, 60

projects
  bulletin boards, 185
central files, 177–178
  creating, 182–184
  closing, 204–205
custom tag annotations
  creating, 160–162
  overview, 158–159
  section tags, 163–165
tag families, 159–160
  view tags, 162–163
documentation, technical architects, 8
  file size considerations, 1007
  submodels, best practices, 1015
  Purge Unused tool, best practices, 1013
Propagate Datum Extents dialog, 52–53
Propagate Extents tool, 51–53
properties
  Function, 553
  materials assets, 131
  Phase Filter, 473
  phasing, 433–438
  schedules, 468
  views, 59–60
  walls, 552–554
Properties palette, 33–34
  Callout tool, 66
  Edit Type, 494
  Far Clip Offset option, camera extents, 70–71
  Graphic Display Options dialog, 37, 39–40, 481–494
  instance parameters, 57
  overview, 79
  poché, 494–495
  relocating, 35
  Section Box, 494–495
  selected elements, filtering, 80
  UI elements, selecting, 77
  underlay property, 62
  view parameters, 37
  view templates, assigning to views, 156
Property Line button, 118

property lines
  generating, 118
  Massing & Site tab (ribbon), 31
tagging, 118–120
proposed layouts, 466–468
Publish Coordinates, 224–226
Publish Settings tool, A360 cloud platform, 107
quick-cut poché, 1029

Q

QA/QC (quality assurance/quality control), 299–300
  element categories, 312–313
  metrics, visual analysis, 308–310
  Revit health check, 308
  swim lane process
    incremental, 305
    milestone, 306
    multi-organization process, 306
  tabular tools, 311–313
    schedules, 311–313
    sheet lists, 311
    view lists, 311
  visual tools
    color fills, 314
    view filters, 313–314
QAT (Quick Access toolbar)
  Close Inactive Views command, performance optimization and, 1009
  Close Inactive Views tool, 49
  hiding tools, 28
  overview, 28
quality, best practices, 1013
quality control
  families, purging unused, 1015–1016
  file size, 1015
  keynotes, 1024–1025
  overview, 1015–1016
  schedules, 1019–1024
  views, reducing number of, 1018–1021
quick-cut poché, 1029

R

radial arrays, 90–92
Railing tool, objects, 764–768
railings, 715–716, 755–764
components, 720–727
RAM (random access memory), 1008
Ray Trace display mode, 133
Raytracer, 517
Realistic display mode, Photographic Exposure and, 491
Realistic display mode, 133
realize activity, BIM uses, 20–22
Recent Documents icon, 26
redocking, views, 37
Reference Other View option, drafting views, 67
Reference Plane tool, Architecture tab (ribbon), 54–55
reference planes
creating, 44, 54–55
moving, 49
overview, 54
references
non-orthogonal, locating, 87
temporary dimensions, 83–84
regions, 780–786
relationships
attached, groups, 451
constrained dimensions, 97–98
constraint, creating, 86
user-defined constraints, best practices, 1013
Reload Latest command, 200
Render In Cloud dialog, 537–538
Rendering dialog, 517–518
lighting, 527–528
light groups, 529–536
Output Settings, 518–521
Render Quality, 519–521
Light And Material Accuracy, 519
Render Duration, 520
rendering in the cloud, 537–538
Rendering Settings dialog, 517
renderings, appearance attributes and, 133
Repeating Detail components, drafting views, 67
Replace Asset command, 137
Reset Crop option, callouts, 67
Reset To 3D Extents command, 53–54
resolution, 521
resources, 1030–1031
responsibilities
BIM coordinators, 8–9
design architects, 7
technical architects, 8
Restore View Properties option, 39
Reveal Constraints command, view control bar, 38
Reveal Constraints tool, 98, 1013
Reveal Hidden Elements command, view control bar, 38
Reveal Hidden Elements tool, crop regions, 59
revision cloud, 889–893
leader line, disabling, 895–896
placing, 893–894
tagging, 895
Revit
advantages, 25
disciplines, 26
overview, 22–23
Revit health check, QA/QC (quality assurance/ quality control), 308
Revit Live Service, 542
Revit Server Accelerator, 184
Revit-to-Revit coordination, 222
Revit.ini file, customizing Apply button, 79
Revit/BIM Administration, tiered approach, 298
revolves, Family Editor, 699–700
ribbon
overview, 29
panels, 29
overview, 32
QAT location, 28
reference planes, creating, 44
reorganizing, 1030
tabs, 29–32
roles (BIM project team)
coordinator, 8–9
design architect, 7
primary, 7
project managers, 9
technical architect, 8
Roof By Face tool, 412
roof in-place technique, 645–646
roofs, 638–640
dormers, 650–653
extrusion, 643–645
footprints, 640–643
Join Geometry tool, 99–100
layer thickness, 655–656
Roof by Face, 646
shape editing, 653–656
sketch-based objects, 628–629
slope arrows, 648
sloped glazing, 646–647
sloped topping, 654–655
Time/Extend tools, 94
tools, 648–648
Room & Area panel, volume computation, 1010
performance considerations, 1010
room properties, 57
room-bounding elements, 638
Rotate tool, 88–89
RVT files
groups, 447
Insert tab (ribbon), 30
section head families, creating, 161–165
section tags, creating, 161–162
Section tool, 64–65
section types, creating, 165–166
sections, creating, 64–65
Select All Instances command, 78–79
Select Elements By Face option, 77
Select Items To Copy dialog, transferring project standards, 170
Select Previous command, 77
selection colors, changing, 76
Selection panel, saved selection sets, loading, 78
selection sets, editing, 78
selection-based filters, saving, 78
shading, 133
shadow studies, 504–506
shadows, 487–489
Shaft tool, elevators, 1027
Shared Levels And Grids workset, 180
Sheet Issues/Revisions dialog, 890–891
Sheet List schedule type, 69
sheets, 833
area plan, 834
finishing, 838–839
Guide Grids, 836–837
overview, 69
cut/fill, 120–121
scheduling, 819–821
cut/fill schedules, 120–121
area schedules, 829–831
BIM compared to CAD processes, 5
design options, 457–458
key schedules, 821
masses, 331–333
overview, 69
quality control, 1019–1024
room schedules, 821–827
sheet list, 830–832
sheets, 837–838
templates, 830
types, 69
wall demolition, 468–472
wall schedules, 827–829
SD (schematic design), 299
SDs (supplemental drawings), 895–896
search function, Project Browser, 33
Section Box option, 494–495
3D views, customizing, 72
Show Camera option, Project Browser, 72
Show Complete phase filter, 429
Show In property, Detail callout, 66
Show New phase filter, 429
Show/Hide Analytical Model command, view control bar, 38
simple fill patterns, 140–142
simulated environments, advantage of, 15
Single Day solar study, 505
site contexts
  overview, 108
  toposurfaces, creating, 109–113
Site Settings dialog, poché fill patterns, 117
Sketch mode, 41
  Create Similar tool, 102
  Scale tool, 92
sketch-based objects, 628–629
SketchUp, exporting 3D data to, 286–289
Sketchy Lines, 490
Slab Edge tool, 629
slab edges, floors, 629–633
slabs, Join Geometry tool, 99–100
social BIM, 217
software, recommendations for system optimization, 1006
solar studies, 504
  Lighting, 505
  Multi-Day, 505
  Single Day, 505
  Still, 505
solids
  converting to voids, 350–352
  Family Editor, 684–688
SP (Survey Point), 226–229
space programs, information gathering
  activity, 13–14
spacebar, UI elements, rotating, 87–89
spaces
  calculating, 808–810
  system families, 56
specifications, system requirements
  webpage, 1005
Specify setting, opening worksharing files, 187
spheres, 325–329
Split Element tool, 95
Split Face tool, 100
Split Surface tool, toposurfaces, 114–116
Split With Gap tool, 95–96
SSD (solid state drive), speed considerations, 1006
stacked walls, 576–579
stairs, 715–716
  annotations, 753–754
  basic rules, 717–719
  calculating, 718–719
  components, 719
customizing, 733–739
instance parameters, 717–718
multistory, 750–752
Stair tool, 728–733
stringer, 735–739
tools, 747–750
treads, balusters, 740–747
standalone detailing, 775
standards, BIM uses, 12
Starting View command, 185
Steel option (Structures tab), 30
SteeringWheels tool, 42–43
Still solar study, 505
structural components, configuring, 126
structural floors, 622–625
Structure tab (ribbon), 30
submodels, best practices, 1015
Subregion tool, modifying toposurfaces, 113–114
subregions, modifying toposurfaces, 113–114
subtractive template management, 169, 552
sun paths, 504–506
Sun Settings dialog, 488
  sun path, 504–506
sunlight, 490
surface patterns, 133
  CAD data as, 268–270
  selecting, Tab key, 94
Surface to Floor Ratio, 332
surfaces, massing, 333–338
sustainability, 941–942
  energy modeling, 942–943
  energy simulations, 943–946
sweeps, Family Editor, 695–699
symbolic lines, selectability, 79
synchronization
  central files, 184
  models, Design Collaboration module, 1015
Synchronize and Modify Settings, worksets, 197–198
Synchronize Now command, worksets, 199
Synchronize With Central (SWC) command, 178
Synchronize With Central dialog
  managing project file permissions, 184
  worksets, 198
system families, 56, 412
curtain walls, 552
walls, 552
system lines, 129
system requirements website, 1007
Systems tab (ribbon), 30

temporary dimensions, displaying, 84
fonts, 84
overview, 83
references, 83–84
transparency, 84
Temporary Hide/Isolate command
moving elements between worksets, 193
view control bar, 38
Temporary View Properties command, view control bar, 38–39
text annotations, 160
thermal properties, 135
tiered approach to Revit/BIM administration, 298–300
tiled views
coordinate system, 228
zooming, 36–37
title blocks, Select All Instances option, 79
toolbars, status bar, 35
tools. See also commands
Align, 93–94
Array, 89–92
Callout, 65–67
Clipboard panel, 100
Close Inactive Views, 49, 1009
Color Fill Legend, 146
Copy
Multiple option, 85
overview, 87
Create Similar, 102
Crop Regions, 1011
Detail Level, 1011
Draw Axis, mirroring UI elements, 89
Elevation, 63–64
Join Geometry, 99–100
Keynote, quality control and,
1024–1025
Legend Component, 68
Linework, 126
Match Type Properties, 81
Merge Surfaces, toposurfaces, 114
Mirror, 89
Modify, selected elements, 84
Move, UI elements, 85
navigation methods, 41–43
Offset, 96
Paint, applying materials, 100
Pick Axis, mirroring UI elements, 89
Pin, 97
Plan Region, views, 62
Propagate Extents, 51–53
Publish Settings, A360 cloud platform, 107–108
Purge Unused, best practices, 1011
Reveal Constraints, 98, 1011
Reveal Hidden Elements, crop regions, 59
Rotate, 88–89
Scale, 92
Section, 64–65
Shaft, elevators and, 1027
Split Element, 95
Split Face, 100
Split Surface, toposurfaces, 114–116
Split With Gap, 95–96
Subregion, 113–114
Trim/Extend, 94
Unpin, 97
ViewCube
  3D view types, 70
  Orient To View, 1028
worksharing, 179
Worksharing Display tool, 200
tools location, user interface, 25
tooltips, 25
  UI elements, selecting, 75
toposurfaces
  creating, 109–113
  fill patterns, assigning, 144–146
  Massing & Site tab (ribbon), 31
  Merge Surfaces tool, 114
  modifying, 113–114
  Split Surface tool, 114–116
Transfer Project Standards command, 137, 169–170
transparency, 486
  temporary dimensions, 84
Trim/Extend Multiple Elements tool, 94
Trim/Extend Single Element tool, 94
Trim/Extend to Corner tool, 94
troubleshooting
  element ownership, 211
  families, 707–712
  model elements, 38
  recovering projects, 207
reviewing warnings, 1025–1027
type parameters, 57
Type Properties dialog, 553
default view templates, 157–158
fill patterns, 145
Type Selector
  accessing, 79
  section types, 64–65
  selected elements, 80
U
UI (user interface). See also Options bar; Project Browser; QAT (Quick Access toolbar); ribbon; status bar
drawing area, 36
Dynamo
  Execution Bar, 377
  Node Library, 376
toolbar, 375–376
  workspace, 373–377
elements
  Align tool, 93–94
  creating constraints, 97–98
  editing interactively, 82
  locating non-orthogonal references, 87
  mirroring, 87, 89
  mirroring asymmetrical, 89
  moving, 83
  moving hosted, 85
  nudging, 86
  preventing deletion, 97
  preventing movement, 96
  rotating, 87–89
  rotating and aligning, 94
  saving selection-based filters, 78
  selecting, 75–77
  selecting multiple, 76
  selection filtering, 77
  selection options, 77
  temporary dimensions, 83–84
FormIt, 398
freestanding elements, rotating, 88
Modify tools, selected elements, 84
Move tool, 85
Moves With Nearby Elements option, 86
overview, 25–26
pinning, 97
references, aligning, 93–94
views, 26
UK BIM Task Group, BIM uses, 12
underlay property, plans, 62
undocking, views, 37
Unlimited setting, plane parameters, 62
unlocking, 3D extents, 51
Unpin tool, 97
Unreal engine, 545–546
Use Render Appearance option, 133
user groups, interviewing, 13–14
user-created worksets, 181
user-defined constraints, best practices, 1011
user-defined parameters, 499–502
usernames, worksharing, 188–189

V
V-Ray for Revit, 544–545
VAV (variable air volume) box, 219
vertices, 340
view control bar, 37–38
  commands, 38
    Detail Level property, 479
    Coarse, 481
    scale-to-detail level correspondence, 480
    Perspective, 479
    Reveal Hidden Elements, crop regions, 59
    Scale setting, 479
    View Scale property, 59
View Depth parameter, 62
View Depth tool, 1011
View List Properties dialog, 1019
View List schedule type, 69
View Range settings, floor and ceiling plans, 60
View Scale property, 59
View tab (ribbon), 31
  Callout tool, 65–67
  Create panel, 60
    adding a view to a level, 48
    Plan Region tool, 62
  Elevation tool, 63–64
  keyboard shortcuts, customizing, 103–104
  Schedule/Quantities, cut/fill
    schedules, 120–121
View Template property, 60
View Templates dialog, 155–156
view windows, context menu, 82
ViewCube tool, 42
  3D view types, 70
  Orient To View, 1028
  Viewer option, Work Plane panel, 41
viewports
  Select All Instances option, 79
types, editing, 932–933
views
  adding to a level, 48
  axonometric, 934–940
  best practices, managing detail levels, 1010–1011
  commands, 38
  Copy tool and, 87
  creating and duplicating, 60–61
  cycling, 36
default templates, 157–158
drafting, 67
Dynamo, 377
filters
  based on selection, 154–155
  creating and assigning, 152–154
levels, creating duplicate, 49
managing for performance optimization, 1006
Model Performance and Stability and, 303
navigation, Zoom To Fit command, 1028
organizing, 149–155
overview, 57–58
phase properties, 433–438
phases, 425
properties, 59–60
  changing manually, 39
quality control, reducing number of, 1018–1021
redocking, 37
selecting starting, 185
templates, managing workset visibility, 203–204
templates and, 155–158
tiled, zooming, 36–37
types not overwritten, 172
undocking, 37
unused, 1009
view control bar, 37–38
views worksets, 181
Visibility and Graphics dialog, 412
Visibility/Graphics Overrides dialog, 59, 226
Visible In View option, Select All Instances command, 78–79
visualization
analytic visualization
design elements, 502–503
versus photorealistic visualization, 479
project parameters, 496–499
shadow studies, 504–506
solar studies, 504–506
user-defined parameters, 499–502
AR (augmented reality), 539
photorealistic visualization
versus analytic visualization, 479
artificial lighting, 528–529
exposure, 526
interior renderings, 527–528
light groups, 529–536
lighting, 527–528
materials, 536–537
monochromatic views, 521–527
perspective views, 507–511
rendering settings, 517–521
resolution, 521
sequence rendering, 506–507
view, locking, 511
walkthroughs, 511–515
exporting, 515–517
workflow, 506–507
role of, 477–479
third-party tools and, 538–539
view controls, 479–481
Graphic Display Options dialog, 481–493
Section Box, 494–495
VR (virtual reality), 539
use cases, 539–540
voids, converting from solids, 350–352
volume computation, performance considerations, 1010
VR (virtual reality), 477, 539
Autodesk Live Editor, 542–543
Enscape, 541–542
HTC Vive and, 540
Lumion, 543–544
Oculus Rift and, 540
Revit Live Service, 542
Unreal engine, 545–546
use cases, 539–540
V-Ray for Revit, 544–545
W
Wall By Face tool, 412
Wall sections, 64–65
walls, 551
articulation, 561–563
materials, 563–564
sweeps, 565–568
basic
in-place, custom, 575–576
joins, editing, 570–573
layers, extending, 569–570
profile editing, 573–575
cores, 558–559
curtain walls
complex, 595–617
simple, 579–594
demolition, scheduling, 468–472
extended modeling techniques, 551–576
exterior curtain, simplifying creation, 139
flip direction, 88
Join Geometry tool, 99–100
layer wrapping, 559–561
manipulating, 54–55
modifying, 81
properties, 552–554
Select All Instances option, 79
stacked, 576–579
structures, editing, 554–558
Trim/Extend tools, 94
WAN (wide area network), central file synchronization, 184
warnings
Model Performance and Stability and, 302
reviewing, 1025–1027
window-selection, UI element selections, 76
windows
context menu, 82
orientation, changing, 87–88
Windows operating system, supported versions, 1006
work plane, 354
Work Plane panel
reference planes, 44
Viewer option, 41
work plane viewer, 41
workflows
BIM, integrating tools, 22
BIM compared to CAD, 5
CAD files, performance considerations, 1010
CAD-based, 11
design architects and, 7
design options, 452–453
MacLeamy chart, 5–6
managing with worksets, 195–197
model-centric, 3
tools, integrating, 22
working sheet views, creating, 36–37
Workset property, special conditions, 194
Workset1 workset, 180
use for, 191
worksets
assignments, displaying, 197
copying UI elements and, 87
elements
assigning to, 193
ownership, 206–207
placing, 196
Entourage, 535
file management, best practices, 1014
linking and, 231–234
loading work from other team members, 200
managing workflows, 195–197
Model Performance and Stability and, 302
moving elements between worksets, 192–195
naming, 3D views, 194
overview, 177–179
recovering, 207
saving at intervals, 199–200
saving options, 197–198
setting active, 191
status bar, 35
types, 181–182
view templates, managing visibility, 203–204
Worksets dialog, 180–181, 233
active workset, 191
worksharing, 230–232
cloud-based collaboration, 212–213
color-coding models, 202
disabling, 205–206
editing requests
granting, 209–210
making, 208–209
elements, borrowing, 208
enabling, 179–181
file management, best practices, 1014
files, opening (settings), 187
in-session lists, 277
overviewing, 177–179
permissions, relinquishing, 211
removing users, 200–201
simulating environment of, 208
tools, 179
usernames, 188–189
worksets, editing elements and, 196
Worksharing Display command, view control bar, 38
Worksharing Display Settings dialog, 200–202
Worksharing Display tool, 200
Worksharing Monitor, 211–212
Worksharing Update Frequency option, 202–203
workspace, Dynamo, 376–377

X–Y–Z
X-Ray mode, 341
Zoom To Fit command, view navigation, 1028
zooming
mouse method, 43
nudging UI elements, 86
tiled views, 36–37